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1. What is BRIC?
2. Program priorities: eligibility, risk, usage, and the like; and building codes,
3. Past approvals, FEMA’s Justice 40, and Set-Asides
Building Resilient Infrastructure and Communities

- Set clear priorities
- Build Capacity
- Increase Flexibility
- Streamline Processes
States and territories who have received a major disaster declaration within the last seven years are eligible to apply for BRIC funding.

Projects should work to mitigate risk to community lifelines.
Program Priorities: Eligibility and usage

Clear priorities
+ National Hazard Risk Reduction activities
+ Mitigating risk to public infrastructure
+ Showing how disadvantaged communities will benefit
+ Mitigate risk to one or more community lifelines
+ Nature-based solution projects

It’s important to analyze and understand program initiatives that receive funding prior to investing money.

Applicants should adopt the latest published building codes.
Program Priorities: Risks

+ 75% of time spent usually going to application development
+ If communities can accept the risk and have funds available, then proceed any way you wish
  + ***if not, then apply for direct technical assistance through BRIC and Advanced Assistance application through HMGP or a Capability and Capacity Building activity under BRIC
+ FEMA allows pre-award costs for all application development

There is a level of risk with application development if utilizing contract support.

BRIC is competitive so applications need to be complete and paint a picture for the reviewer and awarding members.
Building Codes

+ Applicants who have building codes receive big points for having them.
+ Building codes are a pain point for many folks and states.
+ Stops funding from going to disadvantaged communities because most do not have building codes as well.
+ Rural Alaska and Native communities are a perfect example.

Building codes are an important mitigation activity.
Building codes provide significant resilience benefits.
Building code requirements are not something that will go away or be limited in the future.
Past Approvals

- Nature-based projects
- Up-to-date building codes
- Past projects scored and selected based on documentation
- Must demonstrate that your facility requires additional staff
FEMA’s Justice 40

40%

+ Overall benefits of funding programs to go to economically disadvantaged populations
+ Change in BRIC points going to these populations
Set-Asides

+ Eligible set-aside money is guaranteed if you have an eligible project submitted within NOFO criteria. We saw an increase in this from FY2020.

+ If the project fits into FMA and reduces the NFIP insurance losses, you have a better opportunity of being funded under FMA than BRIC since it has been so highly marketed.

+ Bottom line: put in your FMA application if you have one that meets eligibility.
Resources

BRIC Sell Sheet

FEMA's BRIC Resource Page

FEMA's 2021 BRIC and FMA Webinar Series

BRIC Nature Based Solutions Guide

FY 2021 Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants
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